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More than an archive of the web
Rethinking original assumptions of “archiving the web”
●
●
●
●
●

Unrealized methodological potential for collecting born-digital content
Powerful method to diversify archival record at scale
Still barely funded, fractionally staﬀed, not locally preserved
Primed for API interoperability but minimal community tool development
Historical web data has many unique qualities for computational research

Archive-It
Curated, Selective Web Archiving

Details on Archive-It
● Used by over 650 organizations around the world
from small public libraries to large federal
institutions and national libraries to collect, describe,
provide access to, and preserve web-published
born-digital records
● Harvesting institutional, political, thematic,
domain-scale, events, social media, government
records, and other web data

Long-term preservation of WARCs

From: Web Archiving in the United States: A 2017 Survey. An NDSA Report

Collaborative Preservation
●

A LOCKSS network for preserving AIT data is a well-established use case; the
Canadian Gov Info LOCKSS Network has been in place since 2013.

●

IA/AIT and LOCKSS were partners on the WASAPI (Web Archiving Systems
APIs) project, developing data transfer APIs for web data preservation

●

A AIT/LOCKSS pilot network is operational and proposed with select Ivy Plus
Libraries, with IA and LOCKSS as foundational nodes in the network.

●

IA is working with (data) publishers, repos, and services on preservation of
open science data and with IA hosting a kickoﬀ nodes in LOCKSS networks
for distributed data preservation and delivery to local partners.

LOCKSS/IA Workﬂow

New partners =
new nodes

Crawl
Partner archives web data
using Archive-It or uploads
web or other data to their
Archive-It / IA collections

05

Additional collections/institutions can be
added to this network via “ﬂipping a
switch” on the AIT side
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New crawls =
new ingests
IA Storage
WARCs go to multiple IA storage
environments (multiple copies in
multiple repositories in multiple
places) per normal processing
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WARCs are continually added to the
IA LOCKSS node as they are collected

IA + LOCKSS copy
Institutions/collections earmarked for LOCKSSiﬁcation have
another copy of their WARCs added to both the IA LOCKSS
nodes and are mirrored across other PLN nodes

Goals
●

Further tools and joint services for a more networked approach to web
archiving and the distributed preservation and access of archived web data

●

Provide additional solutions to (currently fraught) digpres service landscape

●

Leverage scalable, low-cost infrastructure (and self-owned data centers) of
IA, the global network of LOCKSS, and technical expertise of both

●

Supporting web archive preservation collaboratively is likely to scale better
at lower collective cost than our doing so individually

●

Oﬀer community-owned, values-aligned infrastructure, independence from
for-proﬁt commercial cloud providers

Hosted Digital Preservation Service
(HDPS)
●

Currently in the pilot phase to provide best-in-class digital preservation
storage hosted by - Internet Archive (IA) and LOCKSS
○ Flexible: can be fully-hosted, multi-node, networked preservation
solution operated on provider-operated, nonproﬁt infrastructure. And
or via additional local storage nodes
○ Resilient: Using sophisticated LOCKSS technology for data integrity
combined with geographic diversity including the potential for storage
nodes located outside North America
○ Mission aligned: community-driven, non-proﬁt infrastructure
○ Sustainable: Two successful digital service providers, will jointly
provision the HDPS

Open Access Scholarship
Services for archiving and ongoing access have not kept pace with those for
publication and distribution
Mellon grant to build infrastructure to identify and extract metadata from
web-crawled open access long tail journals -- program goal is all OA pubs!
The goal is to work with partners to pursue an eﬀort to build a
comprehensive archive of openly accessible scholarly works
Provide long-term preservation and to expand access to a massive corpus of
preprints, data, and open access journals across the Open Science ecosystem
through APIs and other methods.

IDs/Registries

CrossRef, ISSN,
Datacite, DOAJ,
ORCID, Keeper’s,
Unpaywall

Publishers/Platforms

DASH, PLOS, PMC,
Arxiv, COS/OSF,
OJS, OpenAIRE
OA/NFP & com pubs

IRs/Repos

Dryad, Zenodo,
Dataverse,
Figshare, DSpace,
DASH, *dora

Knowledge/Discovery

MSAS, G-Scholar, AI2,
Meta, CiteSeerX,
CORE, Creators &
Prof Orgs,
RDA, COAR

Introducing Fatcat!
Built by senior IA engineer Bryan Newbold
Editable catalog with a focus on tracking the location and status of full-text
copies to ensure "perpetual access"
Built by matching crawled web content (both historical and ongoing)
against open metadata sources, with 8+ million "identiﬁed" works so far

More Fatcats!
Archival oridented: includes hashes so can detect drift or changes over time;
work edition distinction- links all available versions of a paper
Intended as a distribution source: not a web application. Currently working
with Unpaywall to develop a plugin to their application. Other partnerships in
the works
Feedback welcome!
https://fatcat.wiki/
https://archive.org/~bnewbold/tmp/ia_event2018_journals_handout.pdf

(Selﬂess) Deposit Service
Automatically determine how many articles (with DOIs) were published by
authors from an institution then capture freely available copies of those article.
1.
2.
3.

Identify and Extract materials in Global Wayback and/or harvest them
Copy is distributed to institutional repository
Backup copy is stored in IA’s petabox

Working to identify partners to explore community
interest in these tools, and help us measure
eﬀectiveness. Pilot phase will start in the next few
months. Interested? Let us know!

Why a Selﬂess Deposit Service
Majority of IRs are underutilized
Huge amounts of content are already being captured via WA and can be
automatically identiﬁed and distributed without relying on author driven
deposit models that have proven scalability and uptake challenges.
○

“Where Are We Now? Survey on Rates of Faculty Self-Deposit in Institutional
Repositories,” Journal of Librarianship and Scholarly Communication. 5(1), p.None.
DOI: http://doi.org/10.7710/2162-3309.2203

○

“The literature of institutional repositories generally indicates that faculty do not
self-deposit….” Assessment of Self-Archiving in Institutional Repositories:
Depositorship and Full-Text Availability Jingfeng Xia and Li Sun Serials Review, 2007,
33(1): 14-21. http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7274/R08K771B

Future Directions
●
●
●
●
●

Partnerships with publishers, metadata services, OSS
○ Direct feeds of articles/lists, joint services with identiﬁers/platforms
Pilot projects on distributed preservation and access
○ LOCKSS partnerships, CDL pilot projects
Computational Research Services
○ Immersive Web Observatory (U. Weimar) + journals data mining
Associated Materials
○ Working to add datasets, micro pubs (COS, Figshare, others)
ML/AI approaches to identifying work, QA and evaluation

Interested? We love partnerships, joint services, and pilots!

THANK YOU!
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